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Abstract. The notion 'self-embedding' is defined for (right-linear, linear) indexed grammars and 
languages, and it is shown that non self-embedding (fight-linear, linear) indexed languages are 
exactly the (right-linear, linear) context-free languages. 
1. Introduction 
A context-free grammar G = (N, T, P, S) is called self-embedding if there is an 
A ~ N such that A ~+aA/3 holds for some a,/3 ~ (N u T) +. A context-free language 
L is self-embedding if every context-free grammar for L is self-embedding. These 
notions were introduced in [2] by Chomsky and he showed that a context-free 
language L is right-linear if and only if L is non self-embedding. 
There is another type of grammar which generates exactly the context-free 
languages, namely the right-linear indexed grammars [3]. These grammars are a 
special case of the indexed grammars introduced in [1]. We will show that a 
(right-linear, linear) indexed grammar G = (N, T, I, P, S) generates a (right-linear, 
linear) context-free language if there is a constant K/> 0 such that each index word 
attached to a variable in a sentential form has a length less than or equal to K. This 
result motivates the definition of the notion 'self-embedding' for indexed grammars 
and languages. It will be shown that non self-embedding (right-linear, linear) indexed 
languages are exactly the (right-linear, linear) context-free languages. 
2. Basic definitions and facts 
First we will recall the notion of an indexed grammar in the form given in [3]. 
Definition 2.1. An indexed grammar is a 5-tuple G = ( N, T, I, P, S), where 
(1) N, T, I are finite, pairwise disjoint sets; the sets of variables, terminals, and 
indices, respectively; 
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(2) P is a finite set of pairs (Af, 0), A•  N , f•  Iu{e},  0•  (N I*u  T)*, the set of 
productions; (Af, 0) is denoted by Af  ~ 0; 
(3) S • N, the start variable. 
Let 
I 
0 = U lB l~ lU2B2~2 . . . .  B,~,u,+l, 
with ui • T* for i • [1 : n + 1], Bj • N, and /~; • I* for j • [1 : n] with n i> 0, be an 
element of (N I *u  T)*, and let 3'• I*. Then we set 
O: 3" = u~Blfl] yu2B2f123". . . B,~,yu,+~. 
For (P, cP '• (N I*u  T)*, we set 
O3 'P '  iff cP=rp~Af3"cp2, ~'=4,1(0:3")~,2 
with ~b~, ~b2 • (NI*  u T)* and Af--> 0 • P 3 + is the transitive and 3"  is the reflexive, 
transitive closure of 3 .  The language L(G) generated by an indexed grammar 
G = (N, T,/, P, S) is the set 
L(G)={wlw• T* and SO*  w}. 
A language L is called an indexed language iff L = L(G) for an indexed grammar G. 
Definition 2.2. An indexed grammar G = (N, T, I, P, S) is called linear if the right- 
hand side of each production contains at most one variable. A language L is called 
linear indexed iff L = L(G) for a linear indexed grammar. 
Definition 2.3. An indexed grammar G = (N, T,/, P, S) is called a right-linear indexed 
grammar if each production in P is of one of the forms 
Af  --> uB3" or /if-> u 
with A, B•  N , f• Iu{e},  u•  T*, and 3"• I*. 
Right-linear indexed grammars generate xactly the context-free languages. Linear 
indexed languages were investigated in [3]. 
The next lemma states a result which will motivate our definition of 'self-embed- 
ding' for indexed grammars. 
Lemma 2.4. Let G = ( N, T, I, P, S) be an indexed grammar. L( G) is a context-free 
language if the following condition holds: 
there exists a K >I 0 such that, for all 01, 02 e ( NI* u T)*, B • N, and 
7•  I* with SO*  CP~BTcP2,.we have ]7]~ < K. 
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Proof. We will construct acontext-free grammar GCF = (N' ,  T, P', S') with L(GcF) = 
L( G). Set 
N'= {(A, y ) lAe  N, ye  I* with Iwl < K} 
and S'= (S, e). P' is defined as follows: For each production 
Af  -> Ul B l f l l  u2B2f l2 .  . . B,,fl,,u,,+ t 
with u~ c T* for i e [ 1 : n + 1] and Bj e N, flj ~ I* forj  ~ [ 1 : n] with n I> 0 in P, introduce 
the following productions in P': 
(A, fy) -o u~(Bl, [3~ T)u2(B2, f l2T). . .  (B,~, j~n'y)Un+l 
for all y ~ I* with ]fYl <~ K and ]fliy] <~ K for all i ~ [1 : n]. Obviously, GcF generates 
[] 
Remark. If a (fight-linear, linear) indexed grammar G has the property stated in 
the foregoing lemma, then the construction of Gcr shows that L(G) is a (fight-linear, 
linear) context-free language. 
Definition 2.5. Let G = (N, T, I, P, S) be an indexed grammar. G is called self- 
embedding if there exists an Ac  N and an fe  I u{e} such that Af~ + 4~AfT42 
with T e I+ and 41, 42 e (N I *u  T)* holds. A (right-linear, linear) indexed language 
is called self-embedding if every (fight-linear, linear) indexed grammar generating 
L is self-embedding. 
Remark. (1) If G = (N, T, I, P, S) is an indexed grammar with I = ~, then G is non 
self-embedding. 
(2) It is decidable whether an indexed grammar G = (N, T, I, P, S) is self-embed- 
ding. For this construct, for each A ~ N and for eachf~ I w {e}, the indexed grammar 
GA, f - -  ( NA, f, {$}, I, PA, f, Af) 
with NA, y = N w {A=f, F} and 
PA, = {Af-, Ay} 
u {Cg-  B[31Cg-,4,B 42 P, 
41, 42 ~- (NI* w T)*, B, C ~ N, [3 ~_ I*, g ~. I u {e}} 
w{Af--> F} w {Fg-> Sl g s I}. 
Then G is self-embedding iff there exists an A e N, and an f~  I w {e} such that 
L(G,~y) # f~. But the latter condition is decidable (see [1, 4]). 
3. Main result 
The following theorem gives a characterization f context-free languages by non 
self-embedding indexed languages. 
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Theorem 3.1. A language L is context-free iff L is a non self-embedding indexed 
language. 
Proof. Let L be a context-free language. Each context-free grammar generating L 
can be considered as an indexed grammar with I = 0, therefore, L is a non self- 
embedding indexed language. Now, let L be a non self-embedding indexed language 
and G = (N, T, I, P, S) be a non self-embedding grammar for L. We will show that 
the property stated in Lemma 2.4 holds for {3. To this end we will construct a 
constant K >10 such that the existence of an index word y with lYl > K in a sentential 
form of G implies that G is self-embedding. 
Let IN[ = m, [I[= c, and let d be the maximal ength of a word 8 ~ I* appearing 
in a right-hand side of a production in P. Then, set K = (mc)2d. Now, assume that 
there is a derivation 
S 3"  tPlBy~2 
with ~1, ~2 e (N I*u  T)*, B e N, and y e I* with [Yl > K. In the indexed derivation 
tree determined by this derivation, consider the path from the root to the leaf with 
label By. Let 
S = BOY0, BlYl, • • •, B,,y, = By 
be the sequence of labels on this path. We now have to consider two cases concerning 
the sequence [Yo[, ly, l , . . . ,  ly, I of the length of the index words. 
Case 1: There is a monotone increasing subsequence such that the difference 
between the last and the first element is greater than or equal to mcd, i.e., there are 
j and r with 
Iyjl< lyj+ll <...< lyj+,l and lyj+,l-lY l> mcd. 
The definition of d implies the existence of 
j<~jo<j l<'"<jmc<~j+r with ly l<l jil<'"<l j.ol. 
Let us first assume yjo= e. If there is ju >j0 with Bj. = Bjo= C, then we have 
C =~÷ @'C'b~" and yj, ~ e. If there is no such j,,, then there are j l  ~<j~ <j~ with 
Bjs= Bjv = C ~ N\{Bjo}, YJs = fYJ,, YJv =fY~, f~ I, and Cf~ ÷ @'Cfadp" with ~jo= a~&, 
ot~e.  
I f  YJo ~ e, the last argument holds forjo ~<j, <j~. In both cases, G is self-embedding. 
Case 2: Now, assume that the condition in Case 1 is not satisfied. Determine a
sequence jo, j l , - . - , J ,  in the following way: 
(1) jo=max{j l ly j l=O,j~[l :n]} (we have jo< n); 
(2) ifj~ < n is determined, then let j~+l = s with 
(i) j, < s, 
(ii) lY~_ll ~> I~1, 
(iii) I  1<1 ,1 for all r> s, 
(iv) s is minimal with (i), (ii), and (iii), 
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(v) if there is no s with properties (i)-(iv), then set s = n and i + 1 = t 
( j i+~,i+l<t,  is the index of the rightmost minimum of the sequence I~j,+,l, 
I~j,÷=l,. • •, I~,1 = I~1). 
We have I~1 = 0 and t~,1 = 171> K = (mc)2d. Furthermore, 
I~jol <l~j, I  <"""  <l~j, I  
holds and hence we can write YJ,+1 = 8iYj, with 8~ e I +. Therefore, we have y = 
8o8~... 8,-,. 
Now we will show that I~,1 < mcd holds for i e [0: t - 1]. For this let u be minimal 
with 
Then 
k < u and I~-I = I~j,÷,l. 
I~j,I < I ~j,+ll <~ I~,+21 <~-"  < I~ul = I ~j,+,l. 
Since the condition of Case 1 does not hold, we have 
18,1---I ~,,÷,1- I~j,I < mcd. 
From (mc)2d < 18o1+ 1811+""  +1~,-, I  < tmcd, we have t> mc.  With the same argu- 
ment as in Case 1 we can show that G is self-embedding. The foregoing shows that 
the property stated in Lemma 2.4 holds for G with K = (mc)2d. Therefore, L(G) 
is a context-free language. [] 
Using the remark after Lemma 2.4 we can state the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2. A (right-linear, linear) indexed language is non self-embedding iff it is 
a (right-linear, linear) context-free language. 
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